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In the extraordinary circumstances we currently live, the conference proposes a reflection on how dance, disease, 

healing, and death have walked hand-in-hand throughout history. How have disease, disability and death been 

portrayed in dance? How have illnesses afflicted dancers and their audiences?  

 

Potential lines of enquiry might include (but are not restricted to) the following topics: 

- dance as exercise, and its benefits to health 
- dance and gendered exercise (men vs women and the forms of exercise available to them in history) 
- dance as healing in mental health, and as preventative activity against stress 
- dance for the elderly 
- dance in spas and health resorts (i.e. in Ancient Rome or Regency Bath) 
- dancing masters as anatomists and health practitioners 
- representations of disease and health in dance performances (ie. Masques, Ballets, Operas) 
- health concerns for dancers (ie. ballerinas dancing on stage near flames, on suspended wire, or on horseback) 

 
We welcome submissions for the presentation of papers or posters (the later particularly from undergraduate and 

postgraduate students), demonstrations and workshops. Although priority will be given to papers that focus on the 

theme, we still welcome papers in any area of dance history, and shall dedicate one conference session on ‘general 

topics’. Please note that all speakers must be or become an active EADH member. Students presenting posters must 

have an EADH student membership. Please send proposals of about 200 words to conferences@eadh.com by Sunday, 

15th August 2021, stating preferences (online or presential) and any technical requirement. If live demonstration is a 

significant part of your paper, please indicate this for planning purposes. 

 

The conference will be partially online, and partially presential (in London). Proposed dates are the weekend of 23-24 

OR 30-31 October 2021. Saturday will be exclusively online, whereas on Sunday there will be presential sessions 

(including practical elements) and papers which will also be broadcast online. A date and venue will be confirmed by 

the deadline (15th August). Collaborators might wish to submit pre-recorded video presentations or join live 

online/presential sessions. 
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